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7.0 THE NOOK, BRIGHTON 

Overview 

This project involves the deep retrofit of a detached, 2-storey, 6-bedroom house belonging to a 

housing co-operative. Dating from 1895, the 177m2 property comprises 215mm solid brick walls with a 

render finish, a timber and slate roof, single-glazed timber windows and a non-original solid concrete 

floor; there is also a small garage attached to one side of the building. The property is not listed but 

lies within a Conservation Area. 

The property has been retrofitted using a whole-building approach to achieve high standards of 

thermal performance and airtightness, with occupants remaining in the house for the majority of the 

works. Planning complexities were negotiated to achieve an insulation strategy that was in keeping 

with the property’s traditional aesthetic. The primary energy demand has been reduced by c.65%, 

taking the Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) rating from an ‘F’ to a ‘B’. The project was shortlisted 

in the 2012 AJ1 Retrofit Awards. 

 

 

                                                      
1 Architects’ Journal. 

https://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/
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7.1 Measures & impacts 

By following a meticulous, whole-house approach the primary energy demand and CO2 emissions 

have been reduced by c.65% and >80% respectively, with post-retrofit airtightness levels measured at 

3 m3/hr/m2@50Pa. Monitoring indicates that internal temperatures are constant at c.20oC, relative 

humidity ranges from 45-75% (below the commonly-recognised threshold for mould growth), and 

internal CO2 levels sit around 800ppm (a healthy level) with peaks in the winter months. The following 

table outlines the measures implemented. 

 

Element Measure 

Roof Ceiling level insulation on vapour-permeable membrane2: 

 Two layers of 100mm PUR (polyurethane) insulation boards installed 
between & above joists, finished with flooring chipboard 

 Fully-taped vapour control membrane, cut around joists where it meets 
vertical vapour control layer 

 0.10 W/m2K 

Walls External (side & rear elevations): 

 120mm PUR insulation boards (2 x 60mm layers) affixed to original render, 

finished with new render 
Internal (front elevation): 

 100mm PUR insulation boards affixed between timber battens, with 25mm 
phenolic foam insulation boards3 affixed over battens; vapour control 

membrane; 25mm service void; finished with plasterboard 
 First-floor void insulated to prevent thermal bridging 

0.15 W/m2K 

Floors  140mm PUR insulation boards laid on DPM on existing solid concrete floor; 
chipboard vapour control layer; finished with timber floorboards 

 0.13 W/m2K 

Windows  New triple-glazed casement windows to side & rear elevations 

 New timber double-glazed sash windows to front elevation 
 New triple-glazed, thermally-broken internal front door 

 Reveals insulated 

Airtightness  New doors & windows 

 Careful taping to all joints & junctions 
 Carefully-fixed & joined membranes 
 Parge coat to external walls prior to insulating 
 Coherent insulation & airtightness approach avoiding gaps 

Space & water 

heating 

 New gas-fired condensing boiler + radiators 

 Solar thermal array4 on East-facing roof pitch, to provide hot water and 
supplement space heating 

 Large (376l), highly-insulated twin-coil hot water cylinder 

Ventilation  Whole-house Mechanical Ventilation with Heat Recovery (MVHR) system5 

Lighting  CFL throughout 

Other  High-efficiency appliances & water fittings  

                                                      
2 Pro Cl ima. 
3 Kingspan Kooltherm. 
4 Thermomax DF 100. 
5 Paul Novus (F) 300 DC. 

https://proclima.com/products/internal-sealing
https://www.kingspan.com/gb/en-gb/products/insulation/insulation-boards/kooltherm
https://www.buildingservicesindex.co.uk/entry/36968/Kingspan-Environmental/Thermomax-DF100-evacuated-tubes/
https://www.paulheatrecovery.co.uk/products/paul-novus-300-450/
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7.2 Approach & process 

The origins of this retrofit project lie in a low-carbon funding strategy6 that aimed to provide full 

funding for c.100 property types to achieve an 80% reduction in CO2 emissions, thereby 

demonstrating a possible pathway to achieving large-scale CO2 reductions in UK housing stock. The 

housing co-operative which owned the property in question was successful in its funding application 

(without which the works could not have been financed), and the retrofit measures were installed 

between August 2010 and February 2011 and monitored for two years. 

The property is a house in multiple occupation (HMO)7, with some occupants working from home, 

and tenant decant was to be avoided as far as possible. While this is, understandably, challenging for 

most deep retrofit projects, with careful planning all works were installed with residents in situ with 

the exception of one three-week period, when all of the most disruptive works were scheduled 

together. 

Design was undertaken by architects with a long history of low-impact buildings and retrofit projects, 

with works managed and carried out by specialist low-energy building contractors. Due to the 

notorious complexity of whole-building retrofit works on older properties in particular, the inclusion 

of experienced people within the project team was key to helping minimise risk and ensure good 

quality both in design and implementation. As with many deep retrofits, a fabric-first approach was 

taken to minimise energy demand and heat loss, supplemented with efficient services (including 

whole-house ventilation) and on-site energy generation (solar thermal). 

The early stages of the project took considerably longer than planned due to the challenges of getting 

proposed energy measures accepted by the local planning authority. The conservation area where the 

property is sited also has additional planning legislation8 which imposes additional planning 

requirements on works that may otherwise be undertaken without formal permission. Consequently, 

triple glazing was not permitted to windows on the front elevation and two planning applications had 

to be made in order to satisfy the local planning team; a whole-building external insulation ‘wrap’ was 

also not permitted and the front elevation had to be insulated internally, creating a dded internal 

disruption and increased design and installation complexity to address thermal bridging. These 

extended planning negotiations resulted in a four-month delay to the project, which had knock-on 

impacts throughout the works (e.g. having to install external wall insulation during the colder, wetter 

period of the year). 

To avoid the cost and disruption of digging out the existing concrete floor, this was left in place and a 

‘floating floor’ of insulation was added on top. The considerable depth of this insulation (and new 

finish) raised the floor height and consequently lowered work surfaces and doorways, and required 

various remedial works such as raising door lintels, replacing doors, moving the stair newel post and 

removing and reinstating the kitchen units. 

                                                      
6 Retrofit For The Future. 
7 https://www.gov.uk/private-renting/houses-in-multiple-occupation  
8 An ‘Article 4 direction’ reduces the scope of works that would otherwise be allowed without formal permission; they are often applied to 

conservation areas to provide an additional layer of protection against inappropriate development. 

https://retrofit.innovateuk.org/
https://www.gov.uk/private-renting/houses-in-multiple-occupation
https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/hpg/historic-environment/article4directions/
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As noted above, the single-glazed windows to the front elevation were replaced with double-glazed 

timber sash units with a U-value of 1.4 W/m2K while the rest of the windows were replaced with 

triple-glazed timber casements with aluminium cladding and a U-value of 0.7 W/m2K – in both cases a 

significant improvement over the previous units9. 

High levels of attention to detail were required to ensure that the external and internal wall insulation 

systems were installed robustly and with careful detailing to ensure air-tightness (internally) and 

weather-tightness (externally). Impermeable insulation materials were used throughout: while there 

is an increasing preference to use moisture-open systems on traditional buildings, this strategy can be 

successful where the building is dry and in sound condition pre-retrofit, and where detailing is 

meticulous and avoids breaks in the insulation and vapour control layers. The team found the external 

insulation to be easier to install than the internal insulation, but although the facades were relatively 

simple there were still a number of complex details to manage. Also, had the front façade been 

overclad this would have significantly increased the number of complex areas, and would have 

required replication of architectural features that was at the time a relatively expensive process.  

The roof was insulated at ceiling level, with a vapour control layer draped over and pulled between 

the joists and two layers of insulation added – one between the joists and the other over them to 

avoid the thermal bridges that would otherwise be created by the joists themselves – with ventilation 

being maintained at the eaves. The insulation was finished with flooring-grade tongue-and-groove 

chipboard, helping maintain airtightness and enabling the loft space to be used for storage. 

Creating such a well-insulated and airtight building (going from c.10 to 3 m3/hr/m2@50Pa) meant that 

a whole-house ventilation system was needed, and a high-specification MVHR unit was therefore 

fitted, with two sets of ductwork to extract stale air and supply fresh replacement air. Other services 

and appliances were also replaced with efficient models (and efficient water fittings), although LED 

lighting was not deemed cost-effective at the time10 and CFL bulbs were used instead. The hot water 

is augmented by a sizeable East-facing solar thermal array, feeding a large, highly-insulated hot water 

cylinder which also contributes to the space heating demand where possible. A new boiler was 

installed to replace the >25-year-old one, and linked into the existing radiator network. 

Costs were relatively high: this was partly inevitable due to the comprehensive, whole-house 

approach followed, but also exacerbated by the relatively large floor area and the fact the property is 

detached and therefore requires far more insulation than an equivalent-sized terraced house. The 

total works cost was over £120,000, with insulation accounting for c.55% of this, windows & doors 

c.25% and services c.20%. (including ventilation & solar thermal systems); these costs do not include 

taxes, contractor’s prelims, design fees or monitoring costs. 

 

  

                                                      
9 Single glazing has been measured to have a U-value of c.5.5 W/m2K. 
10 LED l ighting was very expensive at the time of this project, although costs have come down significantly since then. 
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7.3 Example detai ls 

 

Fig. 1  Retrofit plan (© BBM Sustainable Design) 

 

 

Fig. 2  Rear of the property post-retrofit; note EWI junction detailing (© Earthwise Construction) 
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Figs. 3 -4     External wall insulation build up (© BBM Sustainable Design) 

 

           

Figs. 5 -7     Complex external wall insulation details (© BBM Sustainable Design / Earthwise Construction) 

 

      

Figs. 8 -9     Internal wall insulation build up (© BBM Sustainable Design) 
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Figs. 10 -11     Internal wall insulation & vapour control membrane being installed (© Earthwise Construction) 

 

       

Figs. 12-13     Roof insulation build up (© BBM Sustainable Design) 
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Figs. 14-15     Solar water heating & ventilation services diagrams (© BBM Sustainable Design) 

 

7.4 Further information 

 Duncan Baker-Brown, BBM Sustainable Design 

 Earthwise Construction 

 Residential Retrofit: 20 case studies (RIBA Publishing, 2013) 

 Low Energy Buildings Database 

 

 

https://bbm-architects.co.uk/portfolio/nook/
http://www.earthwiseconstruction.co.uk/portfolio/nookloverswalkbrighton/
https://www.ribabookshops.com/item/residential-retrofit-20-case-studies/80472/
http://www.lowenergybuildings.org.uk/viewproject.php?id=106

